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Challenge and Goal
• To develop a user-friendly HFA-specific mortgage purchasing system
that met or exceeded our goals. The solution had to be cost effective
and rewarding to UHC. It also had to streamline our operations and
make selling a loan easier for our lenders.

The Solution
• Through evaluation, we discovered PowerLender, a loan processing system that
served 'traditional' lenders as well as many specialty lenders. We were shown
how its business-rule foundation allowed it to serve many lending scenarios. We
were surprised to learn that very little custom programming would be involved,
and that most functionality could be achieved using existing business rules.
• We would later learn that another, equally important, advantage of business rules
is that PowerLender maintains a single set of programs for its entire user base.
This greatly reduced support costs and times. Additionally, all the functionality
that was created for UHC via business rules is preserved and can be shared with
other HFAs.
• The discovery process included the sharing of information about our mortgage
purchasing operation and collaboration with vital UHC stakeholders as well as a
creation of a pilot system. We then decided that PowerLender was the tool for us
and together we set about developing the HFA System we desired.

The Results
• 85% fewer errors on purchases and escrows saving operational costs for
several UHC departments
• 60% time reduction in QC and purchasing a loan
• 47% time reduction in entering and clearing conditions
• 33% time reduction to lock a loan (due to the eligibility rules)
• 40% time reduction in reviewing and clearing conditions
• Reduction in the number of loans with delinquent pre purchase loan
conditions
• Beginning to see loans being purchased more quickly (due to e-mail
reminders and notifications)
• Each day we find something that can streamline our operations

Conclusion
• The results we have achieved with our new HFA portal and mortgage
purchasing system took a considerable amount of work and
collaboration. Our collective industry experience and available
knowledgebase served as the roadmap to developing a solution that
meets our goals and is adaptable to benefit others in search of an HFA
solution. We cannot understate the benefits of the new mortgage
purchasing system to UHC and to our lending partners.
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Want to Learn More?
• This was a very brief summary. Access the NCSHA award entry and
the project’s story at ncsha.org.

